
Senior Python Developer / Blockchain
Mainz, Berlin, Munich 

The Trustlines Network targets the problem of fair access to money by implementing 
money as bilateral peer-to-peer issued blockchain-based credit. We are developing an 
open source protocol, including a mobile app empowering end-users to make global 
payments based on their existing trusted social network. 

What you’ll be doing

● Work in one of the most exciting spaces of applied Computer Science and be the 
main responsible on our small team for the continued development of the relay 
server component.

● Tasks include, but are not limited to implementing pathfinding helper services and 
crafting APIs for the trustlines decentralized exchange.

● Collaborate and review the code from your colleagues and take part in our monthly 
Scrum review, retro-perspective & planning.

● Contribute to our open source codebase and be able to show results of your work to 
anyone in the world.

Who we are looking for

● You master Python backend development and have solid experience with Git, Linux, 
p2p networking and a system programming language and preferably also have open 
source contributions or pet projects you can point us to.

● You are proactive and independent and have a optimistic, honest, passionate and 
contrarian personality.

● You are a team player who can communicate fluently in spoken and written English.
● German language proficiency as well as being motivated to work from one of our 

offices located in Mainz, Berlin or Munich is a plus.

What we can offer

Brainbot is a fast-growing international company headquartered in Mainz, Germany. Our 
projects are based on new and challenging technologies in an exciting ecosystem, aiming 
to have a significant impact on society. Join our team of experts to work on the 
revolutionary technology of Turing complete blockchains while enjoying the startup flair, 
flat hierarchies and a flexible working schedule. If you are interested, please contact us 
through 

angel.co/brainbot-group/jobs 

trustlines.network

github.com/trustlines-network 

https://github.com/trustlines-network
http://www.brainbot.com/
https://trustlines.network/
https://github.com/trustlines-network

